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Using ASR as a tool for 
accessible video in Education

Reflections on providing an institution-wide captioning service







Accessible video = Captioned video



2019: 11 ASR services





Clip ‘UvA Economics and Business, how to use the student website’      100% score

On this page, important announcements from the UvA or the faculty will be posted, such as when you have to register for a new 
block. Make sure you read the announcement page weekly, so you do not miss out on important information. If you go to the 
news tab, you can find all sorts of information, interesting news from the faculty.

Similarity score of 61%
On this page important nice from them in fact or difficulty faculty will be posted such as when you have to register for…new 
block, make sure you great read announcements page weekly so he did not miss out on important information. You've got to
new you can find all sorts of emotion interesting news from the faculty. 

Similarity score of 70%
On this page. Important announcements from ……….. the faculty will be posted such as when you have to register for a new 
block. Make sure you read … announcements … weekly so you do not miss out on important information. If you want to do tap 
you could find all sorts of Imation interesting news from the faculty.

Similarity score of 92 %
On this page, important announcements from the UVA or the faculty will be posted, such as when you have to register for a new 
block. Make sure you read the announcements page weekly, so you do not miss out on important information. If you go to the 
News tab, you could find all sorts of information interesting news from the faculty.



2020

+ 45 %79865 video’s in

1430 video’s with cc

2023
+ 41 %(= 1,79%)

55198 video’s in

1011 video’s with cc (= 1,83%)

Numbers



Who will take action to generate the transcript?

Considerations

Who will correct the transcript?

Who owns the transcript?



Finding your target group might be hard, but is 
essential

Technological progression is vital

What is helping them?

Conclusion
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